Leading Edge

Geoff Watts : From sunshine to water to a flood,or rather to the flood,the great downpour that prompted Noah to build the ark. Spoilsports with a taste for literal truth,have always been trying to pick holes in the biblical story. Back in the 17th century, Edmund Halley - he of comet fame,reckoned that even 40 days and 40 nights of the worst rainfall wouldn't have been enough to float the ark. But chucking out the idea of a flood of any kind is difficult,because of a variant of the story crops up in so many ancient mythologies. It's tempting to believe there must be something in it.
In the mid 1990s,oceanographers Bill Ryan and Walt Pitman thought they had tracked down it's historical roots. The deluge really did happen,they suggested,but only in the Black sea,and the flood wasn't caused by rain,but by the breaching of a natural dam that held back the waters of the Mediterranean. Fifty cubic kilometres of water could have poured through the gap each day,inundating the villages and farms on the shores of what had previously been a fresh water lake.
Alas,as Roland Peas reports,even that satisfying tale ain't necessarily so.

"And God said to Noah,'I intend to bring the waters of the flood over the Earth'. More and more the waters increased until they covered all the high mountains. God wiped out every living thing that existed on Earth."

("It ain't necessarily so" plays)

Roland Peas : But what if there was some elements of truth,if there was a flood of calamitous proportions to be recorded from generation unto generation.

"The things that you're liable to read in the bible - it ain't necessarily so."

Then how could it happen? Not by rainfall perhaps,but that is why the flood hypothesis put forward by Bill Ryan and Walter Pitman five years ago was so satisfying,it preserved the skeleton of the myth but gave it new scientific flesh. Natural dams do collapse,and one holding back the Mediterranean would lead to something truly momentous.

Peta Mudi : It's a great story I love it,but I know it's not true - that's the problem.

Roland Peas : Peta Mudi is one of a multi National team who have just declared the flood  hypothesis impossible. According to Ryan and Pitman's picture,the flood was a consequence of events that followed the last ice age, a little over 10,000 years ago,as glaciers of the Northern Hemisphere melted,water poured into the Atlantic Ocean and from there into the Mediterranean and Aegean seas.

[The point being that when one starts looking at what is possible - one finds that it ain't necessarily so - one cannot just BELIEVE that something happened - the facts show it could not have done - at least in the way described -LB]

But flow beyond into the Black sea was held back at the Bosphorous - the Black seas modern outlet. water levels rose and rose until 7.5 thousand years ago,the water started to spill over,and the natural dam there broke. The trouble,according to Turkish geologist Ali Aksu,is that water was actually flowing in the opposite direction,south from the Bosphorous.

Ali Aksu : We see a very distinct,almost textbook example of a delta,prograding southwards,right at the mouth of the Bosphorous.

Roland Peas :  And from the right date?

Ali Aksu :  The right date exactly,we've dated this delta progradation,and it is between 10,000 and 9000 years ago,so I'm afraid the data that we've collected is completely at odds with the way that Ryan and Pitman has proposed a communication has taken  place between the Black sea and the Marmara sea.

[Don't forget that their hypothesis was meant to be the antidote and solution to all previous criticisms and allow a flood to happen - this data suggests even THAT is flawed - in other words it don't look good for the flood -LB]

Roland Peas :  The Marmara being the connection between the Black and Mediterranean seas. For the flood hypothesis to work,the Black Sea needed to be at a lower level than the Mediterranean and Marmara seas,it was 250 metres lower than it is today,according to Ryan and Pitman,only then could the breach of the Bosphorous be so catastrophic,but that would require that the rivers flowing into the Black sea should be dry. The reason - a long term regional drought. Now Peta Mudi is a palinologist,she studies pollen grains,and mud samples brought up from the Black and Marmara sea floors are rich in ancient pollen grains,washed from the surrounding land and buried thousands of years ago,and these do not speak of drought.

Peta Mudi : We can show very clearly that the southern Black Sea,the few thousand years before the so-called Noah's Flood,had a reasonably high rainfall,high enough for trees like Oaks and Beech to grow,and these trees we know require a minimum amount of precipitation. They can't grow if it's to dry.

Roland Peas :  And how long do those trees persist?

Peta Mudi : Oh those trees persisted the whole 10,000 years basically.

[One would have thought they have been drowned under water if they had been flooded - amazing that Beech and Oaks could survive underwater according to the bible! -LB]

Roland Peas :   And also the flood hypothesis requires a population to flee the shores of the Black Sea,communities living and farming in what should have been a congenial environment,but again the pollen gains left behind in old sediments document the earliest agricultural crops,and it looks like there weren't any in the region at the crucial time,7.5 thousand years ago.

Peta Mudi :  All the lake records from the south slopes of the Black sea say that there,say that there was no agricultural development there until about 2000 years before Christ in the bronze age,or 4000 years ago total,and this is also exactly what our pollen shows as well. You see this very clear succession of things,the planting of crops,fruit trees and then cotton planting,poppies and then finally something that they put in the reservoirs,water lilies. But well after 7500 years ago,and there's no evidence that there was a significant settlement of people there before 4000 years ago.

Roland Peas :  No dam,no drought,no victims,and water flowing the wrong way. The flood hypothesis looks pretty washed up. But Ali Aksu and his colleagues aren't the first to pick holes in the idea,and previous critics of the hypothesis have equally found flaws in their work,and then there's Bill Ryan's original evidence,including an ancient Black Sea shoreline 250 metres below the rocky lip of the Bosphorous.
Dr Ryan is keeping is powder dry for the moment and not talking to the media,but he does warn that he has new data that he's hoping to publish,so perhaps the maxim today should be that,whichever version of events you choose...

"It ain't necessarily so" 

[Exactly, one should be sceptical not convicted in one's belief -LB]

[See also members.fortunecity.com/templarser/forecast.html & weather.html]

Geoff Watts :  Yep,Roland Peas putting a damper on the Great Flood.Now Gabriel Walker's still with me. Gabriel this a case of geology providing evidence that bears on biblical story or piece of mythology,any other examples of this kind of thing?

Gabriel Walker : Oh there are plenty,and they make fantastic stories and it's very,very hard to prove them. A lot of people for instance have tried to find the original cities of Sodom and Gomorra,somewhere in the Dead Sea region,and there's a great geological story about this,because that whole region is ridden with earthquake faults and also the ground there is not very compacted and it is quite saturated with water,and what happens then is if you shake it with an earthquake,the ground can sort of liquefy,

[This is the same sort of flow dynamics that Horizon looked into in "Avalanche!" - again computer simulations based on knowing the laws of universe can provide help into understanding what happens - and again knowing what was possible,means that one is led to a rational explanation for events that is more probable - the Occam's razor version and one need not invoke the supernatural. "There is always an alternative explanation" that's the whole point - if there IS - that SHOULD BE PREFERRED to invoking mystical BS - LB]

and actually,it's almost as if it turns into a liquid,and that means that it can just swallow up buildings,and also they mine for bitumen around there,and so there's plenty of capacity for things to go on fire,and you can even potentially explain the Lot's wife...the idea that Lot's wife turned into a pillar of salt because she looked back,because you know if there were tidal waves and large lumps of salt could actually be thrown up from the Dead sea,so there's a nice geological case that you can make,the problem is proving it.

[Actually, when I read that scene I tend to think volcanism is the explanation for many of the events annotated - and actually her body was burnt to it's chemical components - salts - a more bizarre time twisting version -includes nuclear fallout from an A-bomb - but hey - it's "proving it" that matters - and of course anything involving "God" is unprovable,untestable and unfalsifiable - ergo - unscientific - thus a matter of personal belief and ignorant superstition - because the evidence suggests only natural forces were at work -LB]

Geoff Watts :  Yeah,proving it is very difficult indeed,and another example of where geology has something to say?

[It helps if one understands just what is involved in the process of proof and does not have an inverted approach to doing so - that is - I 'll believe it until someone proves me wrong - if one has that approach then one is what Richard Dawkins calls a "credulity cow" - gullible to any old story that then must be levered OUT of one's head by facts (very difficult once inside one's head) rather than having a rational filter which excludes dumb stories which don't make any sense because they don't FIT the facts (see members.aol.com/templarseries/darkstar.html )-LB]

Gabriel Walker : Oh another one in Greece,the Delphic Oracle,this amazing priestess who gave all this advice to people who trek along and find out what the portents says and what they should do,and there's fantastic stories about how she was..she'd breathe in these gases from a subterranean chamber,and then she'd go into a trance and so on,and this is actually more solid. Geologists have really found that there seem to be two faults running through that region,almost like a cross and the centre of the cross I think,is right underneath where the priestess used to go,and they  think that Ethylene gas would have poured up from there in hot springs,and Ethylene used to be used as an anaesthetic but it can also make you high as a kite,and so maybe that's what the priestess was doing when she was giving them all her advice,they might as well have gone to glue sniffers!

[I'd like to know what substance is being abused by those who advise me -LB]

Geoff Watts :  Extraordinary,I mean it really does....you really think it's plausible that? She was essentially going down and getting high,coming back and then uttering her utterances.

[Everyone knows that if you go down for someone you get high,and come back,making noises is optional,but usually inevitable -LB]

Gabriel Walker :  I think it's very plausible and it certainly fits the descriptions at the time,so I don't see why it shouldn't be true.

[Note : Not seeing why something shouldn't be true is not the same as seeing a reason why it is true,this is an example of the "law of the excluded middle" and also the inverted logic of the mystic which says "I have no reason not to believe it" - rather than a rationalist who says "I have a reason to believe it" - the mystic lacks evidence to the contrary - the rationalist has evidence in favour - the mystic prefers to hold onto what they believe against a tide of facts which undermine their belief - the sceptical rationalist will require overwhelming evidence that something IS the case before accepting it - whereas the mystic accepts it and then requires overwhelming evidence that it IS NOT the case before dismissing it - (see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/gem.html - It's in the cards & fuzzylog.html ) -LB]

Geoff Watts :   Well,well,well,Gabriel thanks,that was science writer Gabriel Walker. 










